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ABSTRACT

According to the assessment of Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA), Indonesia’s ranking in scientific literacy is in the 62 out of 69 participating countries. In addition to that, Indonesia’s average performance in science is also still low compared with those participating countries in PISA. This condition should encourage educators to accommodate students with appropriate learning process in order to prepare them in facing the 21st century with its rapid innovations. There are many skills to be acquired for becoming an empowered citizen in this era, one of them is communication skill which is the key to other capability and demanded competency for being a scientifically literate person. In this case, this study is conducted to facilitate students in increasing those two prominent skills by incorporating infographic in learning climate change topic as socio-scientific issue using Genially website. The research method used is pre-experimental to investigate the enhancement of students’ ability before and after the experimental treatment. The research sample involved 50 students from one of secondary schools in Cimareme, West Bandung and the instruments being used are objective test, questionnaire and rubric. The result for scientific literacy is various and showing significance in explaining phenomena scientifically, the knowledge of global warming process, its impacts and to overcome it. Furthermore, students also show significant difference both in verbal and visual communication.
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